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 "Falah"(prosperity), "Fovz"(triumph) and the words explaining about these two words 
have high and basic position in semantic culture and Islamic ethics in the Holy Qur'an. 

Semantic basis of these words include the human soul and wining and overtaking in the 

competition among soul whispers. This means that everyone can realize his inspired 
piety and improve through obedience to Allah with pure knowledge and insight into the 

origin of life and resurrection, he connect to the ocean of divine satisfaction in both of 

the worlds and pamper to all kinds of blessings and charity near divine authorities; such 
as honor, dignity, richness and finally eternal peace and survival in God's sake. In this 

paper we try to express principles, components and constituent elements of morality 

originated from Quran verses analytically on the basis of semantic approach, word 
commentaries and resources with the aim of providing an acceptable model in Qur'an 

ethics discussions.  So at first, words associated with the aim of ethical system derived 

from the Qur'an in terms of analyzed meaning and definition, their positions and 
applications are reviewed and contemplated. Obviously a set of strategic leanings and 

information on the basis of descriptive ethical statements with considering Quran's view 

will be provided during this study. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

One of the important and fundamental issues in the field of Islamic and humanistic sciences is rating the 

value of human actions and intentions within the ethical system based on divine worldview and a set of do's and 

don'ts, with the goal of achieving a high degree of perfection and spiritual. The Holy Quran as a source of 

reference and unmatched moral sciences explained about the semantic field of words involved in the ethic 

foundation and guidelines for achieving them and possessing to desired customs. This paper examines the 

lexical and semantic aspect of vocabularies such as "Falah"(prosperity) and "Fovz"(triumph) as the main words 

representing the end of Qur'an ethics and other related words in the semantic field in the light of Quran and 

vocabulary books. Then it is tried to analyze, define and express the relationship of the factors leading to 

prosperity and triumph by a comprehensive review of the interpretations (from the second century up to the 

present century).  Considering the subject, point of view and approach of the issue, references (especially the 

Qur'an), providing and presenting material, there is no previous record for the present article and it is innovative 

and new. The subject of the present study has also been comprehensively reviewed from the Islamic culture and 

perspective derived from the teachings of the Islamic Prophet and innocent Imams (peace be upon them) (the 

traditions, prayers and pilgrimages) that we will present it in the future.  

1- "Falah"( prosperity) 

Falah originally means taut and cut (see: Ibne  Manzur / 2/547, Ragheb / 385, Abuhayan / 1/72, etc. But 

considering application and use, it means survival (the good) .. (See: Ibne  Manzur / 2/548, Abuhayan / 1/72, 

Zmakhshary / 3/174, Mostafavi / 9/134 , AKbary / 277, Tabaresi / 1/88 and 4/135, Tusi / 7/348)  

 It is synonym with the words like Zafar, Fovz, Najah,saadat, ezzat, ghana,bagha, and as it is defined and 

explained by them. (See: Ragheb / 385, Mostafavi / 9/135, Tabaresi / 1124,  2/196 , 313 ,3/42, 157 , 4/131, 

Tabatabaee / 7/47, Zmakhshary / 3/174, Khomeini / 3/69 Baghdadi / 1/26, Meybodi / 6/465, Gurteby / 1/183, 

Abuhayan / 1/72 and 4/242 and 5/88, Samargandi / 1/24) 
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It is synonym with the words in the Quran such as; hedayat (Baghareh and Luqman 5), khayr and bagha 

(Al-aala: 17 to 14), tavalla and tabarra (Mojadeleh: 22) eradeh vajh-Allah (Rome: 38 ), and it is antonym with 

the words such as Khosr, khosran an Khaybeh implying deficiency of (property, life, health, wisdom, faith and 

good deed), despair, deprivation and achieving no goal (Ragheb / 148 , 49 , 162 , Tabatabaee / 4/173 , 351,  

Haman / 20/339, Tabaresi / 4/86, Shukani / 1/69, Mostafavi / 3/148 , 149 , Chapters like Az-Zumar: 15 / Taha: 

61, 111, Shams: 9, 10) 

 

Factors and causes of achieving Falah in the Holy Quran: 

The main criterion and cause for obtaining "falah" mentioned in all of the verses is that; an individual 

should keep his soul safe of any avarice, greed, lust and other impurities. In other words removing evil from 

people's soul make them reach to “falah” dignity. As it is clearly shown in the following verses that the soul is 

created in such a way that a person can not obtain certain “falah” unless he purifies himself and if he fails to do 

this, he will get nearer to privation and despair. “And [by] the soul and He who proportioned it and inspired it 

[with discernment of] its wickedness and its righteousness, He has succeeded who purifies it, And he has failed 

who instills it [with corruption]” (Ash-shams, 7,8,9,10). The Holy Quran mentions examples of Islam to express 

the way of achieving this state of human soul. The main characteristics of this group are migration for God's 

sake to help the religion of God by obtaining God's satisfaction without any worldly impurities. “For the poor 

emigrants who were expelled from their homes and their properties, seeking bounty from Allah and [His] 

approval and supporting Allah and His Messenger, [there is also a share]. Those are the truthful. And those who 

made their dwelling in the abode and in belief before them, they love those who emigrated to them and find not 

any want in their breasts of what the emigrants were given but give [them] preference over themselves, even 

though they are in privation. And whoever is protected from the stinginess of his soul - it is those who will be 

the successful”(Al-Hashr). The main criterions to achieve falah and self-purification mentioned in the above 

verses as follow: 

-Indifference to worldly wealth and position and emigrate as a sign of defiance, paying enough attention to 

the spiritual and otherworldly positions especially God’s satisfaction. 

-Human activities based on the commands of God, which is the introduction to the assistance and help of 

God, having friendly and loved relationship with the saints of God, devotion (preferring someone’s personal 

interests to his), neglecting mundane interests. 

The above cases can also be found in other verses in which main characteristics of the qualified people of 

“falah” are mentioned; 

Your wealth and your children are but a trial, and Allah has with Him a great reward. So fear Allah as much 

as you are able and listen and obey and spend [in the way of Allah]; it is better for your selves. And whoever is 

protected from the stinginess of his soul - it is those who will be the successful (at-taghabun, 15, 16).  

Keeping piety as it is possible, obeying God's commandments and spending out in Allah's way, all of these 

represent charity and their outcomes come back to human soul and these are the factors make people win in the 

trial (wealth and children) which are the greatest trial by God and finally they will reach to "great reward" that 

Allah has with Him.  

It is narrated from Imam Sadigh in the interpretation of the Holy verses “He has succeeded who purifies it, 

and he has failed who instills it [with corruption]”that he said; whoever obeyed Allah reached prosperity and 

anyone who disobeyed, he got desperate (Tabaresi, 6/153).  

One of the definitions of "bokhle nafs"(jealous self) is said: taking unlawfully, not paying poor-

due(Tabaresi, 6/31). This meaning can also be found in Sorah Al-A'la verse 14: "He has certainly succeeded 

who purifies himself". According to the interpretation of “tazkieh”(purification) that Quoted of Imam Sadiq, it 

meant paying poor-due; “who pays poor-due, he will be safe of jealous soul”(Haman,99). A high degree of 

virtue is known as giving wealth for the sake of God in verses 17 and 18 of Sorah Al-layl. It means that one of 

the most important ways of self-purification and achieving prosperity is giving wealth for the sake of God. 

"Jealous self" is said as having no charity, and a jealous person is an individual who doesn’t give any wealth, 

doesn’t have any kind feeling toward anybody and any other generosities. They are always thinking about 

getting something rather than being generous (seyyed Ghotb, 6 / 3527). Another decisive criterion for the 

attainment of prosperity is to believe in God. “Certainly will the believers have succeeded, they who are during 

their prayer humbly submissive, and they who turn away from ill speech and they who are observant of zakah 

(Sorah Al-Mu'minoon, 1,2,3,4). The main characteristic of this group is firm faith and a heart full of love and 

divine love: “You will not find a people who believe in Allah and the Last Day having affection for those who 

oppose Allah and His Messenger, even if they were their fathers or their sons or their brothers or their kindred. 

Those - He has decreed within their hearts faith and supported them with spirit from Him. And We will admit 

them to gardens beneath which rivers flow, wherein they abide eternally. Allah is pleased with them, and they 

are pleased with Him - those are the party of Allah. Unquestionably, the party of Allah - they are the 

successful”. (Al-Mujadilah, 22). The interpretation of “Those - He has decreed within their hearts faith” 

indicates the fact that God has sealed faith of the beginning and resurrection on the hearts of these people and 
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the external evidence of this faith is friendship and exoneration for the sake of God. The main eternal slogan of 

these believers for execution of the laws and commandments of God when they are called for God and His 

Messenger is that to say; we heard Command of God and we believed it is true, so we obeyed it. “The only 

statement of the [true] believers when they are called to Allah and His Messenger to judge between them is that 

they say, "We hear and we obey." And those are the successful” (An-noor, 51)¹. These individuals have 

allocated all charities to themselves. “But the Messenger and those who believed with him fought with their 

wealth and their lives. Those will have [all that is] good and it is those who are the successful”(At-Taubah, 88). 

One example of good and inviting to good that is performed by believers is jihad with money and lives, and one 

of the manifestations of jihad is enjoining what is right and forbidding what is wrong. “And let there be [arising] 

from you a nation inviting to [all that is] good, enjoining what is right and forbidding what is wrong, and those 

will be the successful”(Al-Imran,104)². Regarding above sentences we conclude that there are two certain main 

factors in obtaining prosperity; self purification of any evil and decorating self with different degrees of faith 

(Hearty Believing, organ confession and performance with body organs).  In this case, a human being can 

allocate "all good" in this world and otherworld to himself and he will be away from “all evil",  Evil such as: 

Cruelty (Yusuf: 23, Al-Anam, 135, Al-Qasas: 37), invention a lie against Allah and His commandments (Al-

Anam: 21, An-Nahl: 116, Yunus 69), crime (Yunus: 17, Taha 74), preference oneself to the others through 

sorcery (Taha: 64, 69, Yunus: 77), disbelief (al-Anfal: 36 and 37-Al-Qasas: 82, Al-Muminoon: 117).  

Comparing the verses of the concepts mentioned above, all of them refer to "cruelty" or the deviation from the 

straight path³.  

1-The issue of perfect following of the illiterate prophet and the luminous teachings of the Holy Quran has 

been known as “ falah” in verse 157 sorah Al-Araf. 

2- We can get the above conclusion through comparing the following verses: Al-Baqarah: 254 and Younis: 

17,82,81,77 Taha :74-2 

3- According to the previous verses, invitation to good and forbidding bad can not be done unless 

Sovereignty, unity and brotherhood would be among Muslims. 

Factors and ways to achieve “falah”(prosperity)  mainly are divided into the following four categories in the 

Quran: 1-Piety (al-Baqarah:,189, Al- Imran: 200, Maideh: 35, 90,100 and 130) 2-mention and remembrance of 

Allah and His blessings (Al-Araf: 69, Al-Jumuah: 10, Al-Anfal: 45) 3-repenting and returning to God (Al-

Qasas: 67 , An- Nur: 31) 4-worshiping Allah and doing good deeds (Al-Hajj, 77).  

2-“Favz”(triumph); The original meaning of this term is to gain, achieve and enjoy good, blessings and 

profits with the state of health and vitality after being away and getting rid of the evil, bad and destruction: 

(Tabatabai, 18/153 and 4/84, Tabaresi, 3 / 23; Abu Hayyan, 3/454; Zuheili: 7/153).  

* The core meaning of the word "Fovz" is to achieve successes in the best condition of physical, mental, 

qualitative, quantitative, temporal, and otherworldly and vocabularies such as; salvation, deliverance, 

divergence and denying damage are the prerequisite meaning of this word.  

This word  is also synonym with the words like "Falah"( prosperity) (Tabaresi / 5/184), “saadat” 

(prosperity) (Shukani / 4/541), “obtaining good in this world and in other world” (Zuheili / 7/77), 

“rahmat”(mercy) (Druzeh / 4/555), “bagha” (survival) (Nakhjivani / 2/135, 250 , 312, and Taleghani / 5/432), 

“Zafar”(victory) (Tabaresi / 5/184), “Najah” (Tabaresi / 6/94), “fazl”(grace) (Hejazi / 3/670, Ibn - Kathir / 8/84 / 

Nakhjivani / 1/145 and 2/312, Druzeh / 4/555) and “maghame Mahmoud”(laudable position) (Zamakhshari / 

3/53).  

* “Fovz” in the Holy Quran has been expressed with the terms like “rahmate Elahi”(Divine Mercy) (Al-

Jasieh / 30, Al-Anaam 16 / believer / 9), “fazle Robubi”(Divine Grace) (Ad-Dukhan / 57) and “besharathaye 

Elahi”(God's good tidings to the believers in this world and the Hereafter) (Yunis 64/62, At-Tavbeh / 111 and 

112, Al-Saf 13/10), “the combination of sincerity, certain blessings and Divine generosity”  (Safat, 61, 39) and 

“rezvane Elahi”(Divine satisfaction) (At-Tavbeh / 72). 

Factors of achieving to “Favz” in the Holy Quran; 

Triangle of “obedience, fear and piety of God” is the basis of factors: 

“And whoever obeys Allah and His Messenger and fears Allah and is conscious of Him - it is those who are 

the victorious”(An-Noor,52). The verbal and action slogan of believers is sincerely obedience to God and His 

Prophet Muhammad: “The only statement of the [true] believers when they are called to Allah and His 

Messenger to judge between them is that they say, "We hear and we obey." And those are the successful (An-

Noor,51). 

Fear of Allah- this is the characteristic of the people who have knowledge and know Allah well (Fatir, 28), 

it belongs to those people with faith and righteous deeds, Allah is pleased with them and their consent is 

obtained from the Lord: “Indeed, they who have believed and done righteous deeds - those are the best of 

creatures. Their reward with Allah will be gardens of perpetual residence beneath which rivers flow, wherein 

they will abide forever, Allah being pleased with them and they with Him. That is for whoever has feared his 

Lord” (Al-Bayyinah, 7,8). One of the characteristics of those who fear Allah is that they hasten to good deeds, 

and they outstrip [others] therein (Al-Muminoon, 57-61). Virtue as a center of good things has been mentioned 
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as a fundamental factor causing people reach "saadat"(happiness), "Fovz"(triumph) and "falah"(prosperity) 

several  verses.  It has been mentioned in many interpretations such as (Mousavi Sabzwari, 7/157; Zuheili, 7/77; 

Abuhayyan, 3/340; Ibne AJibat, 2/36). It can be inferred from Several  verses of Quran,  virtue is the definitive 

criteria to achieve spiritual generosity (Al-hujarat, 13), good things in this world and the Hereafter (A-Araf, 26) 

and goodness (Al-Maideh,2) the sequel for righteousness (Taha, 132),  worldly and otherworldly tidings(Yunis, 

63, 64) and the great “ Fovz”  (Az-Zumar, 61), virtue or the best things of human (Baqara, 197) and it is like 

queen that keeps the person safe of any danger or any detour  and guides him to  Fallah and Fovz. Piety is a 

factor, the originator and protector of the good things and evidences of “Fovz” and “Fallah”. We can refer to 

some verses that are related to features such as virtue and piety and they are accompanied with the  

characteristics like faith (Baqara, 103 / Al-Maideh, 65 / Al-Araf, 96 / Muhammad, 36 / Yunis, 63 / Yusif, 57 / 

An-Nahl, 53), beneficence (Al- Imran, 172 / Al-Maideh, 93 / An-nahl, 128 / Al-Nesa, 128), honesty (Baqara, 

177, At-Tavbe, 119, Al-zumor, 33), righteousness (Baqara, 177, 189), fulfilling commitment (Al-Imran, 76) 

waiting (Al- Imran, 86,120,125, 200 / Yusif, 90 / HUD, 49) reform (Al-araf, 35 / Al-nesa, 129 / Al-anfal, 1 / Al-

Hujarat, 10) right promise (Al- nesa, 9 / Al-Ahzab, 70) knowledge of God (Baqara, 282) Islam and surrender to 

Islam (Al- Imran, 102) trust (Al-maideh, 11) Jihad (Al-maideh, 35 / At-tavbeh, 44) obedience (An-noor, 52 / Al-

shuarah, 179,163,150,144,131,126,110,108 / Al-zukhruf 63 / Noah, 3) spending money (Mumtaheneh, 11 / At-

Taghabun, 16) saying prayers (Al-Anaam, 72) worship (Al-Zumur, 16 / Al-Ankabut, 16 / Noah, 3) forgiveness 

(Baqara, 237) justice (Al-Maideh, 8) and divine satisfaction (At-tavbeh, 109). The following factors are 

evidences of piety: 

 

Remembrance of Allah: 

Introducing "Fayez", the Holy Quran firstly warns do not be like those who forgot Allah and Allah also 

made them forget themselves, and then He says: “Not equal are the companions of the Fire and the companions 

of Paradise. The companions of Paradise - they are the achievers [of success].”(Al-Hashr, 20). The style of 

above verse illustrates that the purpose of the "Companions of the Fire," are those who forgot the God and the 

purpose of "companions of the Paradise” are those who remember Allah and they take care of themselves 

(Tabatabai, 19/228).  So we can conclude that those who (always) remember God - they are the people of 

“Favz”(triumph).  

 

Patience: 

There is such a position for "Patience" in the Quran culture that it is the main cause of many virtues and 

spiritual perfections; patience has been introduced as certainty (Al-room, 60), Falah (Al- Imran, 200), Imam and 

having guidance qualification for guiding people, (Al-sajdeh, 24) profiting lots of divine reward (Al-zumur, 10 / 

Al-Gesas 54 / Al-nahl, 96) and finally, as an excellent pattern in the position of great “favz”(triumph). The term 

“patience” in the verse has been considered as a certain criteria for achieving triumph and those who achieved to 

triumph are the people who have chosen “patience” as a powerful weapon against disbelievers while saying 

sincere prayers and having deep relationship with God ( Muminoon, 111,109). 

 

Jihad for Allah: 

We can observe in the set of Jihad verses of Quran (Al-Baqarah: 218 / Al 'Imran: 142 / Al-Anfal: 72 and 74 

/ At-Tavbeh: 20, 88, and 89 / Al-Saf: 1210) that one of the main conditions of the realization of the believers’ 

faith is jihad for God and being sincere to Him. In this case they will be profited of all "charity", "hope for the 

mercy of God",  "God's forgiveness", "Allah’s generous blessing” , " sublime degree near Allah" and finally 

entering to the relaxed places. 

 

Relationship between “fallah”(prosperity) and “fovz”(triumph): 

 Reviewing various interpretations of the relevant verses about the two words, we conclude they often 

believed that these two words are synonyms with one another, and they have used one of these words to define 

the other one. We can summon to the following statements as an example; 

“Fallah” is the as “Fovz” (Abuhyyan, 3/340 and 4/242), the successful people are the same as winners (the 

creators) of reward (Tabaresi, 3/17 and 5/31). 

The two words “Fovz and falah" are the same in terms of goal and the person also follow the same way to 

achieve that goal. This meaning can be found in the following statements;  

-The purpose of using the word “falah” in “Fovz” is that a triumphant has to pave the way leading to the 

desired destination by overcoming hardships (Tantavi, 1,46).   

- Prosperous people are those who have been safe of any whispers, covers and obstacles of soul. This is a 

"huge Fovz" (being a huge success in this respect that) because there is no obstacle greater than the cover of 

soul in the way of triumphant and prosperous person. (Neyshaboori, 3/515). “And my (Tufigh) success is not 

but through Allah”(Hud,88) the word “Tufigh”(success) is the same as “falah and favz” that God gifts the 

person to do anything in the way of good so that he would be successful for the sake of God. (Maraghi, 12/74). 
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- Piety is the same as “falah, fovz” and salvation, the destination is to achieve and gain good in the world 

and the hereafter. (Zuheili, 7/77). 

- Falah means to obtain the blessing that the feeling of joy comes with it. In some interpretations, a 

prosperous person is an individual who has overcome all the hard (and difficult paths) to reach the goal. "falah" 

sometimes means "Fovz" and "survival",  this application is a principle in the lexical meaning of "falah"  

(Khomeini, 3/69).  

-“falah” is the same as “Fovz” and zakah (poor-due) is the same as purity …and after oaths mentioned (in 

Sorah Shams), God said: Whoever prefers the good over the evil and remove any sin from his soul, he will be 

successful. (Mghnyh, 7/571) 

- Three words: "Foz", "falah" and "saadat” (bliss) are the ultimate and final destination of a perfect person 

in this world and eternal life (Maraghi, 6/110) and the way which has been introduced includes; following the 

commands of Allah and His Messenger, much remembering Allah, standing firmly by having legitimate opinion 

and finally having patience in all of the issues (al-Anfal, 45 and 46). In short, the nearness to God and hopes to 

reach Her consent lie in purification of soul and there is no axis for the “falah and Fovz" except piety and self-

purification (Haman, 111 and 112).  

 

“Falah” as an introduction to “Fovz”: 

Some interpreters of the Quran verses have believed that “falah" is the introduction to "Fovz". For example 

as in the following statements: 

-The position of “falah” is achieved by saying, "We have heard and obeyed " God's commands”, and this is 

the stage that pave the way to a man's salvation so that he will take the next step to healthily reach the goal, this 

ultimate goal is the same as true obedience to Allah and his prophet Muhammad (Peace Be Upon Him) i.e. fear 

and piety (Sadeghi Tehrani, 21/205).  

 In other words, the relationship between “falah and favz” in the form of allegory (considering the lexical 

roots of these two words)  is like a farmer who ploughs the land so that he can make it ready to seed   and after 

seeding it, he will take care of it to produce( harvest).  The Quran Verses of achieving “falah and Fovz” have the 

same procedure as in the above example and as we see “Fovz” is mentioned after "falah.  

-"falah" as a clear example (probably sole evidence) of the word "instrument" has been introduced as 

human soul purification in sorah Maideh 35 so that individuals could  do legitimate actions continuously and 

with the persistent efforts to reach to divine satisfaction ¹(Mousavi Sabzwari, 11/226).  

-A statement that is repeated twice in Athan of the Prayer: hurry to “falah”, i.e. hurry to the way which 

leads you into heaven (Ibne Jozi, 1/29). It is clear from the statement that “falah” has been introduced as the way 

of “fovz” (or to enter paradise). 

-"falah" is achieved when a person conquer to his soul and reach to the stage of destruction by the various 

endeavors thereby he achieves to the position (fovz) of survival of God. (Ghashiri, 1/309) 

 

Overlapping meanings of “Fovz” and “Falah”: 

Some commentators have believed that the concept of "falah" includes the meaning of "Fovz" and vice 

versa i.e. the meaning of “falah” is included in the conept of “fovz” and they said that both of the concepts are 

related to this world and the Hereafter. The following statements are evidences of this claim: 

-"falah"has been divided into worldly and otherworldly parts. Those in this world include feeling comfort 

obtained from contentment in using divine blessings in the life and Thanksgiving,  

1-Divine satisfaction has been introduced as the position “great fovz”in numerous verses of the Quran; 

verse 72 of Sorah Tavbah 

people’s consent to what they are destined for, since Allah is Almighty and the Wise. Feeling  

comfort obtained from keeping peace and quiet, keeping advisability and finally to be humor "that is 

inclusive of all," and in the Hereafter, it includes eternal using of divine blessings (Balaghil, 1/66). 

"Charities" is equivalent to "falah" and is divided into two parts: the mundane and otherworldly reward that 

“mundane falah" (worldly interests) include the evidences such as; honor, dignity, victory, wealth, and 

"Jannat"(paradises) is presented as otherworldly reward and "massive Fovz" is located higher this one (Zuheily, 

10/343). 

"There are good tidings for him," as Islamic prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) said; there is a good 

tiding for him to live, “good tidings” are defined as whether the believer himself dreams truly or the others 

dream truly for him, or Angles's  good tidings for him when he is going to die. “Good tidings” are things that the 

believer dreams his position in the Paradise when he is alive, good tidings are the people's kindness to him and a 

good name. Majesty Sheikhaleslam said that there are two “good tidings” for protector, knowing in this world 

and caress in otherworld, joy of fighting in this world and the light of observing in otherworld, pleasure of faith 

in this world, consent and countenance in otherworld (Kashefialasl Sabzwari, 422 and 459).  

The position of “Falah” comprises training of the human soul with the ways that is presented to him in the 

Quran, but “fovz” is the final result “falah”, so the relationship between “falah” and “fovz” is like the 
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relationship between action and its reward. We discuss three groups of the Holy Quran verses to verify this 

statement: 

First category: the prosperous (falah) people are the same as triumphant ( Fovz) people;  

“The only statement of the [true] believers when they are called to Allah and His Messenger to judge 

between them is that they say, "We hear and we obey." And those are the successful. And whoever obeys Allah 

and His Messenger and fears Allah and is conscious of Him - it is those who are the obtainers (An-Noor, 51, 

52).  

Enumerating the factors of “falah and favz” on the basis of the obedience of God, this issue is clearly 

expressed that the two positions are not separate rather they are in a semantic field. It means that whoever is 

prosperous (“falah”), he is also triumphant (favz) and vice versa, whoever is triumphant, he certainly has the 

position of prosperity.  

Second category: prosperous (falah) people are those that achieved great “Foz) 

“But the Messenger and those who believed with him fought with their wealth and their lives. Those will 

have [all that is] good and it is those who are the successful. Allah has prepared for them gardens beneath which 

rivers flow, wherein they will abide eternally. That is the great attainment” (Al-Tavbah, 88, 89). The 

relationship of action and reward between “falah and favz” has been expressed in these two verses. 

Third category: “Fovz” and “falah” have the highest spiritual position 

“But whoever comes to Him as a believer having done righteous deeds - for those will be the highest 

degrees [in position]: Gardens of perpetual residence beneath which rivers flow, wherein they abide eternally. 

And that is the reward of one who purifies himself”(Taha, 75, 76). 

These two verses has directly  introduced “Fovz” as a reward for “falah”, and the two positions have been 

considered as  the highest  stages of spiritual perfection. It is necessary to explain that in these two verses, 

instead of using the word “Fovz”, the manifestation in the afterlife and instead of the word “falah”, it's the 

ultimate goal, namely the establishment of a state of purity and human’s self-education have been expressed. 

 

Conclusion: 

Summary and conclusion can be presented in the form of relationship between “Fovz" and “falah” as 

follows: 

 

First- definition: the original meaning of “falah”: 

removing obstacles and getting desired result and the original meaning of “Fovz”: Getting pure success and 

having the chance of benefiting from the kinds of charity in the most suitable conditions. 

 

Second-the use and application: 

some commentators showed the priority of “fovz’ to “falah” in the stage of realization and manifestation of 

these two words, so that whatever a prosperous (falah) person does in every stage of “falah” in this world, he 

will get its suitable result and he will be triumphant (Fayez) in otherworld. In other words, as it can be found in 

some of the prayers, “falah” is imagined as the direct way in this world so that a person can triumph with the 

certain perfect goal in otherworld. 

 

Third- factors of achieving to two positions: 

these factors can be summarized in the virtue (With its broad scope): If an individual have virtue, he will 

reach to the position of “falah” which involves the training and flourishing of the human soul and purified soul 

reaches to some degree of faith and true obedience to Allah in this world, this virtue gets him to obtain sublime 

degree in the world hereafter: 

“But whoever comes to Him as a believer having done righteous deeds - for those will be the highest 

degrees [in position]: Gardens of perpetual residence beneath which rivers flow, wherein they abide eternally. 

And that is the reward of one who purifies himself”(Taha, 75, 76). The manifestation of “fovz”(eternal paradise) 

in otherworld has been known as a reward of manifestation of “falah” in this world and faith and good deed 

(good deed is the result of piety of purified soul) have been introduced as the highest degree of spiritual 

perfection in these two verses and these positions. 

Of course this position isn’t great for “fovz”, it will be great when it will obtain divine satisfaction: “Allah 

has promised the believing men and believing women gardens beneath which rivers flow, wherein they abide 

eternally, and pleasant dwellings in gardens of perpetual residence; but approval from Allah is greater. It is that 

which is the great attainment”(At-Tavbah, 72). 

 

Fourth- finality': 

the ultimate goal of "falah" is self-purification in all stages of the human behavior, endeavor and his jihad in 

this world, ultimate goal and the imagined highest degree of perfection in the Hereafter will be attainment of 

divine satisfaction or triumph(fovz). 
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